A Home in a Basket is a ‘starter kit’ for people moving from homelessness into housing - essentially a welcome home gift.

BACS helps thousands of people experiencing homelessness each year, and your support can help them get settled into housing more quickly and comfortably. A Home in a Basket helps housing "stick" by providing basic home necessities.

A Home in a Basket can include:

- laundry basket
- bedding and sheets (full)
- toothbrush & toothpaste
- dishes and cutlery
- kitchen sponges
- small broom/dustpan
- basic first aid kit/tool kit
- cookware (especially cookware sets)
- gift certificates of any amount to grocery stores
- handwritten "welcome home" cards
- and more

Assembled baskets are needed at most BACS sites! Email ndaly@bayareacs.org with questions or to schedule a drop-off.